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When I separated out the patterns for deployment of Moderna and Pfizer batches, I found 
that Moderna is responsible for ALL of the initial deployment, and Pfizer for ALL of the 
latter. 
 
Here's what it looks like – 
 
A Preliminary Test 
Initially, an as yet unidentified company provided a discrete cluster of batches with a toxicity 
of 0-2000 x base toxicity. This looks like it was some kind of preliminary test. 18 highly toxic 
batches were released in close temporal succession. Unlike the previous batches, which 
were relatively harmless with an average adverse report frequency of 1 or 2, these toxic 
batches generated up to 2000 adverse reaction reports per batch. There is an abrupt start to 
the deployment of these batches, then an abrupt stop and harmless batches are resumed. 

 

Moderna Randomly Distributed Toxic Batches Amidst Harmless Ones 

Then Moderna stepped in - and deployed batches mostly in the same range 0-2000 x, but in 
a random way. Distribution looks uncontrolled and un-monitored. 

 

A Second Test, like the Preliminary One 

Moderna’s distribution of toxic batches ended and was followed by a period of cessation 
during which harmless batches were resumed. Then an unidentified company stepped in 
and provided another cluster of batches that repeated the initial preliminary test. This 
second test achieved a narrower spread and a more precise target in the 1000-2000 x range 

 

Creating a Clear Baseline 

Then there was a long period of cessation of toxic batches. During this time Moderna 
distributed only harmless batches. It looks as if they were creating a clear baseline before 
the subsequent testing. 

 

Pfizer Steps in 

Then Moderna exited the picture completely, and Pfizer stepped in. It looks as if Pfizer 
carried out a series of linear dosage tests. 

What is extraordinary is how they were acting in relay with each other. It is so odd. 

It’s as if all carefully monitored dosage testing was allocated to the Germans, whilst 
Moderna was given the initial job of randomly dispersing toxic batches. 



The delegation of dosage testing to Pfizer was most likely because Moderna was 
uncomfortable about testing on their own people, and it would be safer to involve an 
outside party for this nasty work. Moderna employees might waver in the face of applying 
toxins to their own friends and neighbours – and it only takes one leak… 

(It’s also peculiar that a third company was involved in an initial preliminary test of toxic 
batches up to 2000x base toxicity, and repeated this same test after Moderna exited.) 

I only filtered out the Moderna and the Pfizer. I must say I am absolutely shocked that both 
companies seem to be working in relay. 

 

Purpose of Moderna’s Deployment of Toxic Batches 

Moderna randomly distributed its toxic batches. In contrast it looks as if Pfizer deployed its 
batches with far more control - under strict testing conditions – as will be described further 
down.. 

The purpose of the Moderna, therefore, was not to monitor and measure - since 
deployment looks random and uncontrolled. Rather it was simply to harm - possibly for the 
purpose of inducing fear of a pandemic and justifying stronger policies. 

The initial spike that preceded the Moderna deployment looks like a test of the 2000 x 
dosage before Moderna released it upon the public. 

 
 
 
 

Here is the full chart showing the adverse reaction count for each batch in time order for all 

Covid 19 vaccinations in the USA 

 

 

  



Here are the results just for the Moderna batches – 

 

Notice how Moderna 

accounts for every single 

vaccine batch in the first 

half of chart 1, except the 

two mysterious spikes 

before and after the 

Moderna batches. 

And here are the results 

just for the Pfizer batches  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here are the results for the Pfizer batches - 

 

 



As you can see, what is really remarkable is that the spread of Pfizer batches is identical to 

the latter half of chart 1.  

It appears that Pfizer COMPLETELY TOOK OVER supply of EVERY SINGLE BATCH of vaccine 

in the USA just prior to rigorous testing.  

 

Why Was Pfizer brought in? 

As you will see in the following pages, Pfizer was brought in to carry out rigorous dosage 

testing – deploying the most lethal batches systematically and recording and monitoring the 

effects.  

In order to do this effectively, they had to be the only company administering batches of 

vaccine - there could be no interference from other companies like Moderna – which would 

only mix and cloud the results.  

So Pfizer took over complete control of the vaccination program in the USA. 

 

(It is ironic that the USA, erstwhile victors of the Second World War, should finally fall victim 

to medical experimentation carried out by the Germans !) 

 

  



Pfizer’s Dosage Tests in the USA 

 
A Simple Method of Analysis 
I isolated the Pfizer batches from the VAERS database and counted the number of adverse 
reactions associated with each batch – which gave me an index of the toxicity of each batch. 
The batches were already in the time sequence of their release, so I was able to generate a 
chart showing the time sequence of toxic batch deployment by Pfizer. See chart below. 
 
General Observations 
Pfizer deployed about 9500 batches to the USA. 
 
Curiously, the toxic batches do not appear randomly arranged in time. They cluster together 
in time – forming discrete periods of application – clusters.  
 
These clusters are punctuated by equally wide periods of total calm – total absence of toxic 
batches – which are then followed by the next toxic cluster. The transition between cluster 
and calm is always abrupt. 
 
Also, the toxic batches do not appear to be randomly arranged in terms of their toxicity. 
Batches that cluster in time, also cluster in toxicity falling into discrete ranges – ranges that 
are distinct from the other clusters. 
 
Further-more, the toxicity ranges of sequential clusters decrease in a step wise manner – 
rather than  as a continuous slope, and these steps follow a linear decline. 
 
All these characteristics can be observed in the chart below – and they suggest that Pfizer 
was involved in deploying highly toxic batches of vaccine to every state of the USA for the 
purpose of identifying effective doses  - effective, that is, for their purposes.. 
 
Thousands of citizens will have been hospitalised, injured, disabled and killed by these toxic 
batches. This was medical experimentation upon the people of America – old and young 
alike - many of whom are still suffering in tremendous pain to this very day. 
 
 
Linear step-wise decline in toxicity 
 
In the first cluster, we have 12 highly toxic batches all appearing in close temporal proximity 
- and all within a defined range of 2000 to 3000 x base toxicity. 
 
In the second cluster, we have 3 highly toxic batches appearing in close temporal proximity, 
and within the range of 2000-2500 x base toxicity. 
 
In the third cluster, we have 27 highly toxic batches all appearing in close temporal 
proximity - and all within the defined range of 1000-2000 x base toxicity. 
 
In the fourth cluster we have 21 highly toxic batches all appearing in close temporal 
proximity - all within the defined range of 100-1500 x base toxicity. 



The maximum of each batch appears to decline in equal steps of 500 x base toxicity. 
 
If the production of toxic batches was an accident, we would expect their temporal 
appearance to be random and more scattered. The production of large numbers of toxic 
batches in close temporal proximity to one another shows that such "accidents" are 
repeated dozens of times, sequentially ! 
 
In addition to this, these clusters of toxic batches are separated by clear periods of harmless 
batches, followed by the sudden appearance of another cluster.  
 
The toxic batches are also clustered into narrow ranges of toxicity, rather than having a 
random spread of toxicity - which is odd if these batches were accidents. 
 
Finally, the toxicity of these clusters decreases in equal steps, linearly over time - again, not 
what we would expect from the accidental production of toxic batches.  
 
These batches may be “Hot Lots” by design – something Pharma has a lot of experience 
with. . 
 

  



Medical Experimentation by Pfizer 

 

Many characteristics of this deployment suggest that they were carrying out discreet dosage 

testing – 

• Highly toxic batches cluster together in close temporal proximity, i.e. they appear in 

clusters – close to each other in time. 

• These sequential clusters are abruptly separated by clear periods during which only 

harmless batches are deployed 

• The toxicity of these toxic batches is not random, but rather is clustered into narrow 

ranges of toxicity. 

• The clusters of batches occupy ranges of toxicity that are distinct from one another, 

and follow a step wise linear decline – each step being equal in size and punctuated 

by a clear period of harmless batches. 

The batch steps were, in sequential order, up to  - 3000x, 2500x, 2300x, 2000x, 

1500x 

 

 

 
  



The Case of the Mysterious Spikes 

 

A question still arises as to who produced the two mysterious spikes of batches that both 

precede and follow the Moderna batches. 

These spikes BOTH occupy the same range of toxicity 0-2000 x. The appear to be preliminary 

tests before the roll-out of the high toxicity batches by Moderna. 

These spikes are the first instance of high toxicity batches. They appear abruptly, after a 

period of low toxicity harmless batches, the disappear abruptly and are replaced once more 

by harmless batches. 

When I analysed the data for Janssen alone, it turned out that they were responsible for 

these two toxic clusters. 

Only 1778 batches of Janssen are recorded in VAERS, and most were harmless, except for 

these two spikes, comprised of 26 batches, both equidistant in sequence from the Moderna 

shots. 

 

 

For those who don't realise, the harmless batches are all in the thick line along the x-axis.  

 

The toxic batches are all the clouds of dots and spikes of dots above the x-axis 

 

 

 

 

  



“Progress Report” 

It is my prediction that the next cluster of toxic batches will be in the 2000-3000 range.  

 

It is curious how Pfizer managed to concentrate toxicity in this range.  

 

In contrast, Moderna's batches are randomly spread, mostly in the range 0-2000; Pfizer 

succeeded in eliminating the lower toxicity band – it is vacant for their batches. 

 

The initial test by Janssen was to establish the effects of the 0-2000 dosage, which was 

then rolled out in mass by Moderna.  

 

However, by the end of the Moderna batch trials, Janssen had succeeded in focusing 

toxicity within a much narrower range - avoiding the "wasteful" low toxicity band 

altogether. 

 

Pfizer was then able to replicate the narrow band effects of Janssen in a series of linear 

dosage trails. 

 

They are getting more precise at what they do. 

 

 

Organisation  from Above 

The activities of Janssen, Moderna and Pfizer seem organised so as not to intrude upon each 

other – as if they have been allocated slots. It is most unlike the usual competitive behaviour 

of corporations to relinquish the market and make way for their competitor in this way.  

Something above the individual pharmaceutical companies is exercising control over them, 

and deciding when they should dispense their products.  

 

Harmless Batches 

95% of the vaccine batches are harmless and are found in the thickened line close to the x-

axis. These 95% of batches account for only 10% of all the adverse reactions, and 10% of the 

deaths. 

68% of all the vaccine batches produce only 1 adverse reaction report, and 80% of all the 

batches produce only 1 or 2 adverse reaction reports. So these are harmless. 

 

Harmful Batches 

Conversely, 5% of the vaccine batches are harmful and are visible as the large cloud of dots 

above the x-axis. These 5% of batches account for 90% of all the adverse reactions, and 90% 

of the deaths. 



0.65% of all the batches (that’s 1 in 200 batches) account for 70% of all the adverse 

reactions and deaths following vaccination. They are 1000-5000 x more toxic than the 

average batch. These batches consistently cause hospitalisations, disabilities, life-

threatening illnesses and death across ALL states in the USA, where ever they are deployed. 

 

Should we be coercing or mandating harm? 

We are told that all batches are safe! The truth is different. There is tremendous variation in 

batch toxicity. Most batches produce only 1 or 2 adverse reaction reports, but some batches 

are 1000 x worse.  

People need to be informed of the risk.  

How can we mandate a vaccine where death and disability are possible adverse reactions? 


